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Dorian Melody(immortal)
 
The power of words pulls me in and my mind just cant stop throwing things out.
o loose all control and feel in my zone. the words pull me into a safe place where
no one can touch me or hurt me
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~time~
 
As the hours drag on
 
the doctors rush to save her life
 
as the hours drag on
 
the day ends with no hope left
 
as the hours drag on
 
a  nurse in forms a young girls family full of distress
 
as the minutes pass by
 
a young girl slowly dies
 
as the minutes pass by
 
a dieing girl whispers her last good byes
 
as the seconds tick past
 
she breaths her last breath
 
as seconds tick past
 
a family is struck with the truth that life does not last forever
 
months past in a blur
 
years will only dull the pain for the family
 
eternity till they will meet again
 
Dorian Melody
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Bang Bang Bang
 
this is the end
bang bang bang
i will fight and defend
bang bang bang
guns fire bombs fly
people die
bang bang bang
i am week i can hardly speek
bang bang bang
if i die before i get to say goodbye you will know why
bang bang bang
who is in the right who is in the wrong
bang bang bang
this is the end this is my time to fight and defend
bang bang bang bang
the lights go out
bang bang bang
when will this war be over
bang bang bang
someone here my cry please don't let me die
bang bang bang
dollies and cars boys and girls homeless orphened no where to go
bang bang bang
how did this start how will it end
bang bang bang
here is my last request
bang bang bang
now i lay me down to rest i hope i rise when this night is done i still miss all my
loved ones. save me now don't let me die for i am starting to cry save me from
this war forgive me if i don't say goodbye i beg you not to cry for this is my time
to say my last goodbye.
 
Dorian Melody
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Believeing In A Lie
 
I try and i try
every time believing in a lie
first time you called it off
didnt want to cause me pain
said sorry and came back anyway
try and try someo more i sent you out the door
second time my bad
i didnt like to see you sad
ill  face a smile just to make you think im okay
but every time i see you with my best friend i have to turn away
i just want you to be happy
just want to not cry myself to bed tonight
dont know if i could take you back even it the chance arives
my heart says yes
my head says no
i dont know where to go
dont know if i can do this again not know when it will end
for i love you, im in love with you
and im forever yours
 
Dorian Melody
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Coma (Short Story)
 
i lay on the ground unable to move the drought hungry dirt drinks away my life
greedaly. my chest feels as if someone has riped out my heart and started a fire
in my chest leaving me bleeding and broken. its a task just to breath in then out.
in the distence i hear a voice.....it sounds fimilar but i block it out. the whole
world is silent as i cry over due tears that burn my face like lemon in a fresh cut.
as i gasp for breath i loose all hope of geting up. i finally give up when i hear that
danm voice again. cant they just leave me alone and let me die in peace but
no... they keep calling out 'Leo.....Leo...........Leo please get up' i make a last
ditch atempt to stand because something about there voice draws me close to
them. i give it my all but fail, the whole while crying tears that have stoped
burning. i reconize that voice i know who it is i have to get to him i must get
back to Gem. as soon as i stand up i white out and awake in a hospital bed with
my fiance Gem squeezing my hand as he sleeps peacefuly by my side.
 
Dorian Melody
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Fairytales Only Hurt In The End
 
you said you loved me and i believed you
i got hurt
you used the phone you got no class
now i know all good and bad things pass
i could say i still love you but that would just be a lie
and i don't lie
i am not going to cry cuz that would mean you hurt me
so here is what i think
'no guy is worth crying over and if one were he wouldn't make you cry'
so bye-bye
 
Dorian Melody
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Give Me A Name
 
i was good i was bad this is me this is how i am supposed to be
i live my life and never give up i am loved and i love back my boyfriend calls me
his hoshi (star)    i smile i blush me gives me a good laugh here there every
where no one knows this is how it always goes its a mystery is what they tell me
die for this live for that my head is spinning out of control i am going down
another dark whole this is just another day i hope i can find my phone cuz i feel
all alone  i got  a notion i wish there was a potion to help me with this quotient.
 
Dorian Melody
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Grandma And Grandpa
 
old  and wrinkly wrinkly and old  cold to the touch  loving embrace i really miss
your smiling face the way you love this and that its a sad fact that you are gone
and i feel as if you were never here and i fear that as the days go by i will forget
you and wonder why there is an empty space that nothing will ever replace  your
smile is what i miss the most as i sit here writing this down i begin to frown
because i was afraid to say good bye knowing you would soon die why o why
when i lie under the stars i give them a reason why i love you but then i ran out
of stars and i miss you most  even more then words can say and finally tho you
and i wish you could tell me not to cry and let me know what happens when you
die  forever your grandchild  who will forever miss their grandparents smile
 
Dorian Melody
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Here I Am
 
I am here standing right before your eyes look around at the world before you
everything you see is everything you get when I see you looking down at the
ground like you have no meaning I am here to protect you I am here to be your
friend the only one who is with you when you sleep and as you weep I am here
to comfort you in your times of need I am here and here I am your guardian
angle in the form of a friend because here I am.
 
Dorian Melody
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History
 
HISTORY HISTORY HISTORY
A STORY A STORY A STORY
REPEATED AND REPEATED
AGAIN AND AGAIN
CAN NEVER STOP IT CANONLY WATCH IT
HISTORY HISTORY HISTORY
 
Dorian Melody
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Hope Is A Childs Smile :)
 
back in ww2 children the same as you were sentenced by an un fair man to be
kill or tourtured all the wile the children laugh and smiled for they still had hope
they dreamed of the future they dreamed of the day that they could again play in
their own lawn and sing along with the birds in the trees all the wile their parents
grew sick and lost hope i still wonder today if a child could save the world with
their smile for hope is a childs smile :)
 
Dorian Melody
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How I See It
 
*guys are jerks the good ones are ether taken or gay
*there is no reason to cry over a guy and if there were you would have no reason
to
*guys are big babys they have no class
*they say all bad things pass so do the good things
 
Dorian Melody
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I Am Free
 
I  saw you looking my way with eyes of pureness that melted my heart of stone I
lived with the fear of losing you all the things I did were meant to please you but
when you left me I felt as if I was  tied to a tree and you yelled ready aim fire
you saw me cry every day till I realized that I am strong and I did not need you I
could walk this world alone with no fear or dismay  when you returned I said no
because it was you who had hurt me you who had let me cry  till I learned to live
a life of freedom  joy and happiness without you I am free to do and say as I
please.
 
Dorian Melody
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I Am Sorry
 
When i am around you i feel complete and i cant help but smile when we are
clumsy. Teeth knocking, eye glasses crashing, nose smashing as we both move
to make a move one zags as the other zigs.
when you told me you don't dance but i know you do. from that time in science
class my senior year to the time at my senior prom as i held you close but held
you not mine. your lips pleading me to make you feel and i to faithful to the
relationship i was in as before my eyes it fell apart. I wanted so badly to lean in a
little close to hold you a little tighter. I just want say that i am sorry i didn't kiss
you but i am not sorry i asked you to be mine.
 
Dorian Melody
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I Got The Boy
 
this is not a joke i got my boy he is my only one he calls me every night he even
emails me when we fight a kiss now a kiss later never say die when you don't
know why this is why he is my one and only im email text of call he will be with
me through it all for i got the boy and that is all i hope i won't fall to deep its
getting hard to sleep here i go again time to weep just because he is mine and
could hurt me with a few simple words  o well at least i got the boy
 
Dorian Melody
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In The End
 
it all depends how the world will end for in the end i will defend fom alinens or
even other hummens cuz in the end the world is ours we live and die we crawl
and fly we will susseed that in deed is the plan cuz in the end i will not let it be
the end if i have anything to say for to day is the day i will help  this place called
earht my home my mother this is my land and i am the one who chosses how it
will be in the end
 
Dorian Melody
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Innocent
 
Outside on the rain soaked side walks a younge girl not a care in the world
splashes in puddles and stomps through mud. Her little pig tails swinging back
and forth, tiny freckles doting her face and a miss her first tooth grin that makes
you smile no matter what. Then theres her eyes so clear, so happy, so innocent.
In her eyes the rain washes away all the bad in the world and everything is okay
and fresh.
 
Dorian Melody
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Just The Same
 
my ilfe hasn't changed its just the same i have no one to blame its just the same
you thought my feelings were lame now i know that i feel just the same today i
loved you once but that will never matter the only thing that can splatter my
heart is when some one who i love and that loves me back leaves my life is just
the same you are just the same my feelings for you are just the same now whos
to blame and to tell the truth yopur the one who is lame
 
Dorian Melody
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Kiss And Run
 
K- KILLING ME
I- INSANE FOR YOU
S- SILLY WITH GRIEF
S- SOCIAL BUTTERFLY
 
AND
 
R- RUNNING OUT OF TIME
U- UNDER PRESSURE
N- NEVER BEEN SO SCARED 
 
 
I AM GOING INSANE CAUSE YOU ARE THE ONLY THING ON MY BRAIN  AND I
WISH I COULD KEEP MY COURAGE TO KISS YOU AND RUN CAUSE IF YOU
FOLLOW OR STOP ME I'LL BE HAPPY BECAUSE I'LL KNOW YOU CARE.
 
Dorian Melody
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Lost
 
i lost him
i win someone new
i grew i flew
up down all around
this is my story and i will never lose it i have
all ready lost so much
i now know that i will grow and i will show you that i am strong and smile like
nothing is wrong
even when it hurts the most
and in the end i will still not boest
 
Dorian Melody
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My Friend
 
I am hear and I am there I will be by your side and all I ask of you is that you do
the same this is a game of truth and trust love and lust for you are my friend my
sister my brother I will give you my all till the end when and if I shell fall for we
have been through it all the good and the bad time and time again for I will
always be your friend even after the end
 
Dorian Melody
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Nobody
 
I may not be a famous rapper like Kanye, or actor like Chris Colfer, or an author
that is world know like jk rowling.
 
But on the dark nights and days when you think 'nobody loves me, nobody cares,
nobody sees me, nobody would care if i am here, nobody will miss me when im
gone'
 
You're right, nobody loves you, nobody cares, nobody sees you, nobody would
care if you are gone, nobody cars if you are here or there.
 
JUST REMEMBER I AM NOBODY.
 
Dorian Melody
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Not Mine
 
not mine thats fine
theres this guy/girl they belong to someone else
they hardly know that your alive
when you talf to them its like trying to talk under water
you can hardly breath and when you leave you think that you are such a dweb
 
Dorian Melody
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On My Grave
 
i sit here alone and i wonder why i had to die
i made my little sister and parents cry
i could never explain why
all i ever did was lie
now i am starting  to fade
all my life seems like it was only a day
its hard to say if i will live on or decay
six feet under in this wooden box i miss my warm bed and puppy dog socks
it was a big shock
when that car rammed in to me only my lonely life i could see
my little sister SAM could have been the one to be hit then have the guy run
i wanted to grow old and watch my daughter and maybe my son
it would have been quicker if the idiot had just shot me with a.45 mil gun
but no he had to run
good-bye love good-bye sun good-bye every thing and everyone
 
Dorian Melody
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Oww
 
head hurts nothing new since i left you i live from day to day night to night
putting up a fight not to break down not to loose it all i miss you but will never
tell i fell for your trick once but never again
 
so long my friend
 
Dorian Melody
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Rain
 
i watch the rain fall and think of my own pain
 
Dorian Melody
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Repeated
 
HISTORY IS ALWAYS REPEATED AND SOMEONE IS ALWAYS CHEATED THE CAT
DIED OF COURIOSITY WHY NOT ME THEY SAY THE MOSS ON A TREE CAN SEE
HISTORY IS A STORY OF THE PAST A STORY THAT IS REPEATED YEAR AFTER
YEAR DAY AFTER DAY
 
 
HISTORY IS HIS STORY AND HER STORY ALWAYS REOEATED ALWAYS THE SAME
 
Dorian Melody
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Rocker
 
day and night
i can not fight this feeling
every seconed of every minute of every hour of every day of every week of every
month of every year
he's all i think about can never forget about rocker
 
Dorian Melody
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Roses Are Red
 
roses are red  that doesn't always mean true love
violets are blue  just like i feel when i think of you
suger is sweet  at least thats what they say
todays another rainy day no time to play
 
you said hello
you said goodbye
you let our love die
you let me go
without  care you thought it was fair
 
i give you a strait stair without one tear running down my face
you just walk on by without a hi or even a sigh
you made a low blow
you hit me where it hurt the most
you where the one who lost the most
i live on with the memory of you long gone
 
roses are gone with you who knew
violets are nothing new along with oyu
suger was sweet till i met you   i have no more tears to shed for you
 
Dorian Melody
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Sancuary
 
She sits alone in the lunch room
stands in her own at the
crowded bus stop
books pressed tightly to her chest
holding on so tightly knuckles white
like everything might be riped from her
she is always so alone
her eyes plead silently for someone to pull up her sleeve and see the brusces
few know and none do a thing
when she boards the bus she ho; d back tears always hopeing that someone will
call her name and stope her frome returning home
stop her from returning to the place where pain is all to fimiliar
where her mother doesnt come home till 3am and her step father
drinks to much
wherte even though he stops when she crys she has become numb to the
paininflicked by the back of his hand her face stone cold  shell hold the tears
back till she has cold water running down her face
 
shes is one of many who hide the pain and the bruces she is not the only one
always hopeing for some one to take her away
 
Dorian Melody
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Snow
 
i sit here alone feeling stoned as i watch the cold burning snow fall from the sky
it is a sad lie that when you die it is not peace full my breath is slowing soon i will
be going  i close my eyes and begin to cry and i want to tell you good bye but it
is not good and i dont want to lie
 
Dorian Melody
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The End Not Truely
 
This is the end  and i just want you to know that I'll miss you my friend
i know my death will effect few  but you'll be the only one that knew of what i
have done  and how i feel  i drank some alcohol to numb the pain  and my head
is reeling
no pain i am feeling the knife is in my hand all the thoughts in my head are
suddenly clear if you love me more then just a friend like i for you
you should know what to do STOP ME
if you love me just take the knife from my hand and hold me close
now i'm six feet under  and you come by every day to tell me you love me then
one day you come with a gun and put an end to your life because from what i
heard of your last words you love me and are going to join me
welcome to my grave brave soilder
 
Dorian Melody
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The Truth
 
From the time we are born
we are thrown into a world
where we are given nothing at all
but a name to our being
a head filled with things feed to us
We are told we can be anything
then as we get older we are then told we can be but a few things
I want to be more
I want to be free
I want to be all the things cl0osed to me.
 
Dorian Melody
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They Said
 
they say true love waits does it
they said the world was flat in the end it was round
they also said that men were better then women
and again they were wrong
then they said that earth was the center of the universe and were wrong again
so you tell me does true love wait
 
Dorian Melody
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Try Not To Cry
 
i DO NTO OWN THIS IT WAS A CHAIN MAIL SENT TO ME AND HAS STUCK WITH
ME FOR A VERY LONG TIME
>>YOU CANNOT STOP UNTIL YOU REACH THE END THEN YOU MUST HAVE A
>>VERY BIG
>>HEART...
>>
>>Mommy.. Johnny brought a gun to school,
>>
>>He told his friends that it was cool,
>>
>>And when he pulled the trigger back,
>>
>>It shot with a great crack.
>>
>>Mommy, I was a good girl, I did What I was told,
>>
>>I went to school, I got straight A's, I even got the gold!
>>
>>But Mommy, when I went to school that day,
>>
>>I never said good-bye,
>>
>>I'm sorry Mommy, I had to go, But Mommy, please don't cry.
>>
>>When Johnny shot the gun, He hit
>>me and another,
>>
>>And all because Johnny, Got the gun from his older brother.
>>
>>Mommy, please tell Daddy; That I love him very much,
>>
>>And please tell zack; my boyfriend; That it wasn't just a crush.
>>
>>And tell my little sister(s) : That she(they)   is(are)   the only one(s)   now,
>>
>>And tell my dear sweet grandmother; I'll be waiting for her now,
>>
>>And tell my wonderful friends; That they always were the best;
>>
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>>Mommy, I'm not the first, I'm no better than the rest.
>>
>>Mommy, tell my teachers; I won't show up for class,
>>
>>And never to forget this, And please don't let this pass.
>>
>>Mommy, why'd it have to be me? No one deserves this,
>>
>>Mommy, warn the others, Mommy I left without a kiss.
>>
>>And Mommy tell the doctors; I know they really did try,
>>
>>I think I even saw a doctor, Trying not to cry.
>>
>>Mommy, I'm slowly dying, With a bullet in my
>>chest,
>>
>>But Mommy please remember, I'm in heaven with the rest.
>>
>>Mommy I ran as fast as I could,
>>
>>When I heard that crack, Mommy, listen to me if you would,
>>
>>I wanted to go to college, I wanted to try things that were new,
>>
>>I guess I'm not! ! going with Daddy, On that trip to the new zoo.
>>
>>I wanted to get married, I wanted to have a kid,
>>
>>I wanted to be an actress, Mommy, I wanted to live.
>>
>>But Mommy I must go now, The time is getting late,
>>
>>Mommy, tell my zack, I'm sorry but I had to cancel the date.
>>
>>I love you Mommy, I always have, I know; you know it's true,
>>
>>And Mommy all I wanted to say is, ' I love you.'
>>
>>****In Memory of The Columbine Students Who Were Lost****
>>
>>Please if you would,
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>>
>>Pass this around,
>>
>>I'd be happy if you could,
>>
>>Don't smash this on the ground.
>>
>>If you
>>pass this on,
>>
>>Maybe people will cry,
>>
>>Just keep this in your heart,
>>
>>For the people who didn't get to say 'Good-bye'.
>>
 
Dorian Melody
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Up Down All Around
 
up there down here over there next thing you know we won't know where left
from right
 
day night morning evening it all takes place in 24 hours
 
love hate fight wait what was this for
 
i love him he loves me whats the problem i cry when i finaly relize that he could
hurt me make me feel weak 
 
o well i is still a freak and i live like there is know tomorrow
 
do you have a pen i can borrow
 
Dorian Melody
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Where Are You
 
Day and night with out a fright  you are hear to protect me through it all we will
fall we will stand we will fly but our sprits will never die my soul is with you my
heart is yours where did you go when I needed you the most  times can be bad
times can be good and if you should flee I will feel as if my heart has been ripped
from my chest and torn in half  for I gave you it all I stood by your sides through
the good and the bad the time will come when I need a hand and if you should
give me that hand than I will not question you when you flee but if you leave me
to fend for myself then I will wonder where you have gone my friend
 
Dorian Melody
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With Out You
 
I’m lost without you
Theres no place safe
No place that doesnt remind me of you
I miss the way your hand fit mine
The smell of you still lingers all around me
I wish i could find you
I wish you were still here
But your gone and with you
You have taken a part of me
You were a father or a mother or a sister or a brother.
A lover and a friend a son or a daughter a grandpa or a grandma
With out you i have lost a part of my self
 
Dorian Melody
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